Dear Parents and Carers,

Friday 10th February 2017

A very busy week with so much learning!
It has been wonderful to see our children teaching their parents in our new
approach to parent workshops. The strategies for teaching Maths have changed
considerably over the years, consequently we are teaching your children in a very
different way to the way parents were taught at school. The emphasis today is on
ensuring our children develop an understanding of what is happening to the
numbers in a mathematical calculation, we help our children’s understanding
through the use of apparatus and pictures. Therefore, a child’s fluency in number is
increased and they can apply the basic calculations to various
and increasingly complex problems.
Many parents have provided helpful feedback, including a very
positive response to working alongside their child and have
appreciated the opportunity to learn the vocabulary and strategies we
use in school, so that they continue this learning at home. Further
feedback has highlighted the difficulties for our working parents and
the fact that all the workshops were in one week. This meant that
parents with a number of children had to choose which workshop to
attend. We appreciate your feedback and will certainly bear it in mind
when considering future workshops. If you have any further thoughts,
please pop them onto paper and put into the suggestions box in the
foyer. (Y2 families - we shall set a new date soon)
The busyness of the week continued with: Y4 striding out to experience
drama at Pool Hayes and Y5 to play futsal, International On-line safety day on Tuesday and1P
led a Night and Dark assembly on Wednesday which was just fabulous. Our youngest children demonstrated their
ability to share their learning, tell a story, sing a song and remember so many words. Wow! Also, a group of children
represented Woodlands at a swimming gala on Tuesday, against three other schools. They tried their best and
demonstrated their team spirit as they supported each other in the races. Well done to our swimming crew for making
us very proud of you. The results aren’t out until all heats have taken place. Learning Ambassadors have also been
evaluating our environment as they undertook a learning walk on Wednesday.
Next week, we shall be holding our SAT workshops for Y6 parents on Monday which shall be repeated twice for our
working parents: 2:30 and 5:30. On Thursday, the SAT theme continues for Y2 a repeat of the workshop on 24th January which will be at 5:30
I think we all need a restful weekend!
Mrs Newton

On Line Safety Day:

Tuesday brought a global focus on on-line safety. Mrs Rudge led a

special assembly and really liked our Woodlands ‘Internet safety song!’ Workshops were also
led using imoji symbols and evaluating how safe different apps are.
Discussion on the day also included the definition of bullying. We follow
the NSPCC definition at Woodlands which is: Bullying is behaviour that hurts someone else –
such as name calling, hitting, pushing, spreading rumours, threatening or undermining
someone. It can happen anywhere – at school, at home or online. It's usually repeated
over a long period of time and can hurt a child both physically and emotionally.

The word bullying can often be used in the wrong context - children can have a fall out with another child, or a one
off incident and say ‘They are bullying me’. A fall out that involves negative words or physical contact is always
serious and is fully investigated, then dealt with appropriately following our Behaviour Plan. Bullying is far more
serious, because this is a systematic and repeated attack on a person over a long period of time - either verbally,
written or physically. Which results in a severe emotional impact. Thankfully, many cases that have been raised as
bullying, when investigated, are found to be a one off incidents, that are not repeated, and not bullying.
However, all unkind behaviour contradicts our Woodlands values and will not be tolerated in our school.

Dates for the calendar
13.2.17

2:30 and 5:30 Y6 SAT meeting for parents

13 & 14.2.17 2RG 4-6:00 Parent Consultation
16.2.17

5:30 Y2 SAT meeting for parents

20 – 24.2.17 Half Term
28.2.17

Y1 reading family workshop

2.3.17 World Book Day - Which character will you dress up as?
8.3.17

10:20 6E Class Assembly

13.3.17

Y1 trip to Toy Museum

16.3.17

Talent showcase performance. A Whale of A Time at

17.3.17

Child reports to arrive home

21.3.17 & 22.3.17 Parent Consultations (Not Y2, Y5 and Y6)
22.3.17

10:20 RJ Class Assembly

24.3.17

Red Nose Day (Non uniform)

31.3.17

9:15 Y3/Y4 singing performance for parents

2.4.17

Education Sunday at Holy Trinity

3.4.17

Explore and discovery week: Born To Perform

6.4.17

Y4 exploring the Rainforest at Dudley Zoo

7.4.17

Last day of term

24.4.17

School opens for the Summer Term

Pool Hayes secondary School.

Learning Ambassadors Think…
Our Learning Ambassadors are also stepping up at the moment. We are looking at how we can develop their
role further to impact on our standards of learning. On Wednesday we ventured on a Learning walk as they
gave their honest opinions about the Woodland environment. Our Learning Ambassadors agreed that Woodlands is bright and colourful, well cared for and learning displays are helpful and celebrate their achievements.
The children like their learning rooms, the door displays with the children’s photographs are funny and mean you
can always find a child that you are looking for and the book corners are somewhere you can enjoy a book or
have time on your own. We have good books in the library and the lockers / cupboards are good because they
are somewhere to put their things. The Sycamore suite is one of the children’s favourite places because that is
where they can find someone to talk to (Mrs Graham, staff and Learning Mentors) and be cared for (First Aid by
Mrs Jones and the team). The toilets are bright and colourful too, but some of the locks are broken and the children need to show more respect in how they care for the toilets. When we paused in the library at a well used,
but messy bookshelf, William was quite concerned at the lack of respect towards our books.
The Learning Ambassadors are forming a plan on how to address some of these issues...

The value we are focussing
on next week from our
Vision Tree is:
‘Conscientious’
The controversial question to discuss at
home and in school is: Is it better to
get everything right all of the time or
make mistakes and learn from them?

Fun at Magic Club during lunchtimes, run by
Mr West.
We can hear
those brains;
planning,
plotting and
reasoning….

Every Monday we celebrate the achievements of our children through the reward of certificates in
our ‘Celebration of Learning Assembly’. These are the children that earned: Star Of The Week.
Class
RE
RJ
1P
1H

Name
Adam Youseff
Remy Thomas
Reece Hulse
Jamie Bethell

Reason
For fantastic independent writing. “I love rockets.”
For super independent writing. “My rocket is massive and noisy.”
For amazing subtraction, problem solving, working with numbers 10-20. Wow!
For working hard to count 1p coins in our shopping game

All of year 1

For impressing the owl man with their knowledge about owls and their outstanding
behaviour.

2G

Kayden Vaughan

2RG

All of 2G
Codey Horne
Maisie Hayes

3P

Jack Betteridge
Charlie Appleby-Jones

3CP

Elias Speed
Tiffany Crumpton
Taylor Collins
Joe Carter

4N

4R
5A

Tiegan Pearce
Eden Swift-Koutsokostas
Jennie Muriqi
Anthony Highfield

5T
6E

Jiayao He
Logan Westley
Courtney Pitt
Brooke Squire

6P

Samuel Freeman-Chick
Ellie Whitfield

For his enthusiasm and love of learning. Kayden is eager to come in every lunchtime to go
on TT Rockstars.
For writing super non-chronological reports about nocturnal animals
For fantastic work in Maths. Codey worked out some really tricky missing number fraction
sentences. Well Done!
For a fabulous non-chronological report on nocturnal animals. You have really concentrated and gave 100% effort which has paid off.
For never giving up even when his work is tough! Perseverance is his middle name.
For great scaling of integers – Knowing if one ice-cream costs £1 she can work out how
much 3 ice creams would cost her
For a super myth, full of all the key ingredients.
For brilliant, confident contributions during data handling
For improved attitude to English and improving his handwriting daily.
For amazing progress in swimming in just 2 weeks. Joe’s confidence has grown so much
and he is now enjoying every lesson.
For gaining confidence in Maths and supporting her peers.
For your fabulous diary entry.
For hard work when calculating the perimeters of rectangles and explaining her understanding to others.
For developing great ideas when debating rag-picking. Anthony came up with great
arguments throughout the debate
For his newspaper report about rag-picking – You remembered all of the key features.
For the independent newspaper report you wrote for English.
For being kind and helpful to others during our science lesson. Courtney ensured that every
member of the group knew what they were doing and felt included.
For a wonderful approach towards his writing. I am incredibly proud of the effort you
invested into ensuring you included features from the curriculum. The final piece is of
excellent quality and by far one of the best you have ever produced. Keep up the hard
work!
For a super attitude towards your writing. You have been thinking carefully about your
vocabulary choices and sentence structure.
For an improved attitude towards your learning. You’ve been giving 100% and really
working hard to grasp new concepts.

